
Londonderry Basketball Club - Game rule modifications
Recreation “Rec” Basketball Leagues Rules - 3rd through 8th Grade Divisions

last updated 3/12/22 by Joe Vago

LBC Recreation “Rec” League Goals
The goal of the LBC Recreation “Rec” league is for players to learn the game of basketball in a league that is

more focused on learning and teaching and less focused on winning, The competitive nature of LBC Rec games

will be lower as equal playing time is paramount.

The primary goal of LBC Officials and Referees is the physical and mental safety of our players.  Safety is

primarily achieved by making appropriate foul and violation calls during games.

LBC Officials are trained to be helpful and patient with players while teaching younger/inexperienced players

the game of Basketball.  For younger players (grades 3 & 4) the first few weeks of league games our LBC

Officials will be lenient with moving violations but are instructed to call all shooting fouls as normal.

Basketball Rules Source
NFHS rules shall apply to LBC Rec Basketball games - except as modified specifically herein,

Equipment
Basketball Sizes for mixed divisions will use the size ball of the youngest age in the division.  This follows

current AAU Basketball regulations

1. Girls grades

a. 3/4 use 27.5cm

b. 5 and up use 28.5cm

2. Boys grades

a. 3/4 use 28.5

b. 5/6 use 28.5

c. 7 and up use 29.5cm

Defense
1. All styles of half-court defenses are allowed
2. Full court defenses: 3 /4 Grade division

a. Full court defense is not allowed
b. When a timeout called by either team in the last 2 minutes of the 2nd or 4th quarters or

overtime:
i. The offensive team will inbound the basketball into the front court just below mid-court

1. During the inbound pass, the defense must stay behind LBC’s “Defensive line”
until the ball is caught by the offensive team Once the ball is caught, the defense
is free to play normally.  The typical 10 second rule is not in effect once the ball is
caught when inbounded in this situation.
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3. Full court defenses: 5/6 and 7/8 Grade divisions:
a. Full Court defense will only be allowed

i. The last 2 minutes of the 2nd quarter
ii. The last 2 minutes of the 4th quarter

iii. In overtime
4. LBC’s “Defensive line” is the yellow/red line often found on basketball courts (typically for Volleyball)

a. 7/8 Grade division: LBC’s “Defensive line” not in use; follow regular basketball rules
b. 3/4 and 5/6 Grades divisions: LBC’s “Defensive line” will be used

i. The intent of this rule is to reduce Backcourt violations
ii. On each change of possession, the defensive team cannot pass the "Defensive Line"

until an Offensive team player brings the basketball across the line. Then the "Defensive
Line" rule is no longer in effect for that possession

iii. The same 10 second backcourt count is used until the offensive team brings the ball past
the "Defensive Line"

NOTE: in any gym without this line  LBC will put tape down on the floor approximately 6 feet on either side of
the division line. Tape may need to be applied more than once per season.  Tape is needed at the Matthew
Thornton school  gym.

5. When a team is ahead by 20 or more points at any time during the game, they must set up their
defense INSIDE the 3-point arch

a. Playing defense outside the arch will result in a warning the first time, and team technical fouls
for each time thereafter

6. If LBC officials judge that a team is playing frequent back court defense (outside of the allowed game
times) they are instructed to call delay of game technical fouls on the defensive team.  This will result in
1 free throw and possession with a stopped clock.

Offense
7. The intent of the league is to eliminate a clearing offense to create a one-on-one situation
8. At gyms without 3-point line

a. 3 point shots will NOT be scored
b. During Fouls shots, players who normally are behind the 3 point arc, will instead line up behind

the "Defensive Line" mentioned in this document

Game Procedures
9. All “Rec” game scheduled times work as follows:

a. First 10 minutes are for warm ups by both teams
b. After 10 minutes the game should start

10. Jump ball at 1st quarter and Overtime periods only
11. NFHS start of quarter possession rules are:

a. 2nd & 3rd quarters: possession to team who did not gain possession after the opening jump
ball

b. 4th quarter: possession to team who did gain possession after the opening jump ball

Time Outs
12. Each team will be allowed four (4) time-outs during the game
13. Each time-out will be one minute in duration
14. Time-outs for injuries will not be charged to either team.
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15. In overtime, each team will have one time out, NO carryovers

Clock
16. Each quarter will be 10-minute running time except for the last 2-minutes of the second and fourth

quarters which will be stop time
17. If a game starts 15 minutes or later than the scheduled start time, the following will be in effect:

a. Quarters will be 8 minutes long
b. Running time will continue during the last 2 minutes of the 2nd and 4th quarters
c. Timeouts and designated player substitutions will still stop the clock
d. Overtime will be stop time

18. There will be a 1 minute break between quarters
19. There will be a 3 minute break at halftime
20. Overtime will be 2-minute stop time.  If another overtime is needed repeat all Overtime rules.

*Upon approval from the VP of Rec, division coordinators may modify the 10-minute quarter to
accommodate seasons with too many players on each team to ensure appropriate playing time

Fouls
21. Teams will shoot a one-and-one beginning with the 7th team foul and two shots at the 10th team foul

per half.
22. Players have up to 6 fouls. Players receiving a 6th foul will immediately foul out.  The player should

remain on the bench for the remainder of the game
23. Foul Shots for 3/4 Divisions

a. Passing the free throw line on a try will not be a violation as long as the shooting player does
not attempt to move closer to the basket until the try has hit the rim or backboard

b. All other divisions follow normal NFHS rules.

Common Violations
24. Lane violations will be called.  3/4 Grades divisions are allowed 5 seconds.  All other grades use

standard NFHS rules (3 seconds - Offensive players are not allowed in the lane or “key area” for more
than three seconds).

Technical. Flagrant, and Unsportsmanlike Violations
25. Technical, Intentional, and Flagrant fouls will be called
26. Technical fouls assigned to any Coach MUST be reported to the VP of Officials by the Crew Chief and/or

Referees
a. Any misconduct by coaches or assistants toward players or officials will be subject to actions by

the LBC Board of Directors
b. Coaches receiving a direct technical foul are subject to ejection, per the determination of the

Officials
27. If a player receives two technical fouls, they will be suspended from the game and quarantined to the

bench
28. Unsportsmanlike Fouls/Behavior:

a. Flagrant Fouls or Technical fouls assigned to any player where the Referee's believes that a
player has intention to hurt or is generally unsportsmanlike in nature, must be reported to the
VP of Officials by the Crew Chief and/or Referees

b. Unsportsmanlike Fouls/Behavior will be reviewed by the LBC Board for possible disciplinary
action
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Playing Time and Substitution
29. A primary goal of LBC Rec League is to have equal playing time for each player, regardless of skill level
30. All players on the bench MUST be substituted every X minutes of the game

a. The value of X is determined by dividing the length of the quarter by 2
b. Typically this will be every 5 minutes, assuming most games will start on time and have 10

minute quarters
c. If more than 5 players are on the bench, only 5 can be substituted.  Any remaining players must

be substituted at the next interval
31. Substitutes are expected to report to the scorer’s table before entering or reentering the game

a. Except for injuries or late arrivals, all substitutes should be at the start of a quarter or at
mid-quarter mark

b. The intent of this rule is to reduce the ability for coaches to "hide" players who play more than
others - typically the better players

32. Referees will call a "Substitute time-out" as close to the mid-quarter mark (typically the 5:00 minute
mark) to facilitate the substitution

a. The "Substitute time-out" should take no more than 30 seconds.  Preferably teams will be ready
to start before the full 30 seconds has been used

b. The "Substitute time-out" should not be called during fast breaks or when a team has a scoring
advantage.  Preferably this occurs at a dead ball or change of possession - but the timing of the
"Substitute time-out" as close to the mid-quarter mark is paramount.

c. The "Substitute time-out" cannot be used by coaches to discuss strategy with their team.
Referees are instructed to charge a Team time-out if the "Substitute time-out" is abused by
coaches

33. Coaches must equally balance playing sitting time for all team players throughout the game when there
are more or less than 10 players.

a. For each team for each game, no 1 player should play more than 5 minutes more than another
player for the game - withstanding players injuries or late arrival.

b. Coaches found abusing this rule must be reported to the VP of Officials by Referees.
c. Each situation will be reviewed by the LBC Board
d. Coaches found in violation may be required to forfeit games and/or playoff opportunities

General
All calls made by the referees are final and are not subject to protest.
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